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How to select and use the classic longbow and recurve bow. Careful attention to bow and arrow

selection, equipment tuning and maintenance, shooting techniques, accessories, safety, history,

and resources.
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Sam Fadala is a freelance writer whose articles have been published in numerous magazines,

including Traditional Bowhunter, Petersen's Bowhunting, and Bow & Arrow Magazine. He is also the

author of 21 books on archery, muzzleloaders, and hunting, including the first edition of Traditional

Archery (978-0-8117-2943-7). In 1997, he received the OWAA Gun Writer of the Year award and

was inducted into the Black Powder Hall of Fame. He lives in Wyoming and Arizona.

I recently rekindled my interest in archery and this book has become my new bible. It's very

informative and the author is sure not to allow personal preference to deter from the detail of both

recurve and longbows. It can be a bit technical at times but it's totally worth the money.

I started with a compound and transitioned to a recurve. This book made the recurve a pleasure.

Sam knows his subject matter. I have his book on black powder which is also very good.

There is not a better book on traditional archery. Sam is a true expert, and this book had advice and



information that bears outto be true.

Great book

The best book on the subject ever...meets the needs of those interested in the type of archery seen

in so many movies and books these days, such as Hunger Games.

Helpful and informative for beginning-intermediate archer. A little expensive but fairly

comprehensive. Would definitely recommend it.

The book covered many areas that were very helpful especially for the beginning archer. I would

recommend the book to anyone interested in understanding more about archery.

Good book but a little more basic that I expected.
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